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PEACEFUL lJSES OF ATOMIC ENERGY {Agenda item 1§1' (continue_<~) 
(a) THE lNI'ERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE PEACEFUL USES OF ATOII1IC ENERGY: 

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL 

(b) PROGRF.SS IN DEVELOPING I.f\ITERNATIONAIJ CO-OPERATION FOR THE PEACEFUL USES 

OF ATOMIC ENERGY: REPORTS OF GOVEHNlv1E~"'TS 

Mr. BROHI (Pakistan): The two items, na~ely a review of the 

International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, and the progress 

in developing international co-operation for the peacef1u uses of atomic energy, 

have been before the Committee for quite some time now. We have listened to 

the statements in this debate which were macle by the representatives who spol'e 

on behalf of the major Powers. We have listened to them with respect, with 

attention and with a great deal of admiration. It would be idle for me to 

go over the ground which has already been so very ably covered by these 

representatives, but there are one or tva remarks which I think we ought to mal-ce 

so that the debate might be placed in its proper perspective. He consider 

that those remarl~s need some stressing, because unless they are stressed, in our 

humble jud~nent, much of the point of purpose involved in the consideration of the 

tvTO items before the Committee will not have been productive of that much immense 

;ood vhich is expected of it. 

I vould like at the outset to make it clear that in so far as the position 

'Jf my delegation with regard to the actual draft resolutions that e.re the subject 

Jf consideration by the Corrmdttee is concerned, we reserve our position thereon. 

~he members of the Committee vill readily see that there is some point of wisdom 

Ln that reservation, because the main sponsors of those draft resolutions have 

10t yet been heard in amplification of the texts of those resolutions, and it 

muld be premature, in our opinion, to embark upon the offering of an opinion 

vhici1 may be based on a complete misu_Dderstanding of the scope of the resolutions. 

[ think there will be Cime enough, on a more appropriate occasion, for my 

lelegation to intervene in an attempt to assist the deliberations of the Committee 

Nith a view to reaching a satisfactory solution as regards the adoption of any 

recommendation which the Committee is likely to make. 
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Much praise has been bestowed on the work of the Secretariat of the United 

Nations, and in particular compliments have been showered upon the spirit and 

manner in which they were able to organize the work of the scientific 

technical conference convened at Geneva. I do not have the words with which 

to improve upon the quality of those compliments. I would like to echo, 

support and confirm almost every good word that has been said thus far with :::-egard 

to the meritsJ the elegant manner, and the precise organizational structure in 

which the deliberations of the Geneva Conference were conducted, and I do not 

Jave the slightest doubt that posterity will record its righteous admiration 

for the good work that has been done there. 

Any time, therefore, that I would normally be tempted to use in adding 

~o those compliments would be more than useless because I would not be able to 

~mprove either upon the sincerity of the compliments which have thus far been 

)aid or upon the language employed to indicate the applause and the approbation 

rith which the work of the Conference has been greeted. 
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I would therefore like to advert to matters of more thoughtful or sulJstantial 

consideration. I think there is no better beginning to be made for the ultimate 

assertion of a point I have at the back of my mind than to recall for the 

gentlemen of the Committc.c here the vrisc words of the great l:'rcsidcnt of the 

United States of America uttered by him on 8 December 1953. All the delegations 

that have spoken so far have very rightly referred to that statement. llhen the 

historian of the future will begin to write an account of the emergence of the 

atomic era from the chaos of the past, I have not the least doulJt that he will sec 

in the words used by that great President, vrords that lvcrc used on an occasion os 

fitting as an intervention befon~ the General Assembly, something which is 

comforting, something which is hopeful and something which augurs well for humanity. 

It is necccsury to repeat them lest vre forgot tho.t 'tve should have theo before 

us. A continual reminder of those great words would set the pace and create the 

intellectual climate with which to assess, appreciate and enjoy almost all that 

has happened subsequent thereto. The President said: 

"To pause there would be to confirm the hopeless finality of a 

belief that two atomic colossi arc doomcG. malevolently to eye each other 

indefinitely across a trembling vrorld. To stop there vrould be to accept 

helplessly the probablity of civilization destroyed, the annihilation 

of the irreplacablc heritage of manldnd handed down to us from generation 

to generation, and the condemnation of mankind to begin all over again 

the age-old struggle up\·Tard from savagery towards decency, and right, and 

justice. Surely no sane member of the human race could discover victory 

in such desolation. Could anyone wish his name to be coupled by history 

with such human dcc;radation and destruction? Occasional pages of history 

do record the faces of the I great dc;stroycrs 1 , but the whole book of 

history rl-veals manldnd 1 s ncvt::r-.:mding quest fo1· peace and mankind 1 s God

given capacity to build." (A/PV.470, paragraph 96) 

They arc:: remarkable words and ensurc P'-'rfvct elegance and sinc.::rity of 

conviction which th~..:y seck to convey. There is hardly anything half so mc::morablc 

in the total ran[';e of twentieth century literature. Then, it GOes on further 

to cmphasiz..; a point, the making of vhich b~..:comcs an essential part of my burden 

in these proc<Jeclings. H<J tall:s of Asia, and he says: 
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••• Beyond the turmoil and strife and misery of Asia, we scel;: peaceful 

opportunity for these peoples to develop their natural resources and to 

elevate their lot. 

"These arc not idle words or shallow visions. Behind them lies a 

story of nations lately come to independence, not as a result of war, but 

through free grant or p~accful negotiation. There is a record already 

written of assistance gladly given by nations of the \~est to needy peoples 

and to those suffering the temporary effects of famine, drought and 

natural disasters. These are deeds of peace. They speak more loudly than 

promises or protestations of peaceful intent .n (Ibid., 12aragraphs J..04 and 105) 

Therefore the President of the United States of America, in summing up the 

possible: consequences of the fruitful application of the energy releas8d by the 

atom for peaceful and constructiv~;; purposes never fo::!:'got the peculiar case of 

.f...sia. 

You ilill recall that the struggle to yrcst the secret of the atom from the 

hands of nature is a long story. It is a story which goes as far back as dear 

old Dcmocritus of Greek philosopher fame. He was the first man, if I remember 

aright, who "as of th~ opinion that the ultimate constituents of -vrhich the universe 

was composca were the atoms. Of course, the conception which he had as to their 

structure or the role that they play in maldng up the core atld firoo.ture of the 

universe vras rather primitive. .After all, he was a creature of the age. But 

from generation dmm to generation, manldnd has struggled in an attempt to resolve 

for itself the mystery of thc atom. 

To come neare:r home to our mm times, the mciieval philosophers and the 

chcraists thought that the ultimate constituents of w·hich the univc;rse was made 

could be reduced to 92 clements, each unique and distinct and interchangeable. 

Progressively, the number has been reduced on an ideological perimeter until we 

come to 1905 when a certain picture re:sultcd from an equation of mathematical 

import stated by Einstein. It vras the follmling up of that picture and the 

conscqucnt experirucnts that wcrc rendered possible 1-rithin the frame1vorl\: of that 

picture that made it possible for us to discover for ourselves what untapped 

reservoirs of energy lay wrapped up in the tiny little thing vrhich nobody bas seen 

called the atom. 
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The picture of the atom which resulted from the l\uthcrfol·d-J;ohr pict·..lr...: of 

1919 was that the atom was more or less lil\:e a tiny solar system condensed into 

the minutest possible proportions. Nevertheless, around a central core there 

were revolving other ~lements more or less resembling or corresponding to 

interplanetary movements that go on around the sun. 

It vTas in Berlin in 1935, to be precise, that Strassmann and Hahn were able 

to go ahead and make su0stantial progress with respect to a further constituent 

analysis of the structure of the atom, little realizing that the fissure that 

they were able to erect into the heart of the atom would be responsible for the 

release of that prodigious outpouring of energy, the control of which would 

becomL: the subsequent concern of manl;:ind. Therefore, the story of the atom is a 

story of the intt:llectual deve:lopment of manldnd for the last two thousand years. 

They have gone on, and the story has not been completely told. 
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I dn not propose to present my credentials before this Committee as to 

why I am talking a.J though I were a bit of a scienti.st myself. If Thad bee.a 

tempted to present my credentials, I thlnk that I migbt have succeeded in 

creating that impression. But I shall not attempt anything so unwise, for 

the simple reason that I am content to proclaim before this Co:mmi ttee ·chat I 

am as ignorant of the subject as anyone around this table, except probably that 

I have read a great deal of what has been seid about the structure of the atom 

[md about the possibilities that are inl.1e1'2nt in the exploitation of its 

canstituent forces. 

I am not the only man -vrho is proud of professing such ignorance. I shall 

read out a remark, and a very wise remarY.., that ws.s made oy a gentleman who had 

been called upon to speak about the economic consequences of atomic energy. 

This is taken from Sir Halley Stewart's lectures of 1948. R.F. Harrod also felt 

apologetic before his audience for having taken upon himself the pretense of 

speaking as though he were an invincible scholar upon the subject of the atom. 

If I am quoting him at all, it is because I cannot improve upon his language. 

He stated and I should like to adopt his words: 

11 I have consen-ted to address you on 'The Economic Consequences of 

Atomic Energy', a subject on which I am totally ignorant. In exculpation 

of the seeDJingly conscienceless act, I can plead that the differe:1ce 

between nescience and the knowledge possecsed by the highest experts 

is not very great." 

In a subject so gravely beset with uncertainty, there might be some 

advantage in the reflectinns of one who looks at the matter in an entirely 

dl:'.tac:hed way, free from preconceptions of all kinds. I am still of the opinion 

that in the year.l955, the best of those who state that they are scientists and 

pretend that they are authorities to make pronouncements on what the atom is, 

possess knowledge 0f the atom which differs only in degree but not in kind from 

the know:edge possessed by those -who arc careful readP.rs of tvhat has actually 

been reported in the national Press of any country or in any scientific treatises 

that exist on this subject. 

too much upon myself. 

Therefore, I am not apprehensive that I am taking 
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I wish that the CorrJJlittee had the patience and that I had the time and 

inclination to review some of the bold dogmatic asJertions that have been made 

as to what precisely are the ultimate constituents of the atom and whether or 

not we have actually succeeded in breaking it. I remain profoundly unconvinced 

that anyone has yet broken the atom. vlhat has been done is that the outer 

cover has been peeled off, just as one peels off the outer cover of an orange 

or a banana. 

irremovable, 

But ultimately, it remains where it was, unchanged and 

Of course, I hope that in.the ages that are unborn, the possibility of 

making further progress in unravelling the secret of the atom will become a 

practical possibility. I am not, therefore, dogmatic at all, but there is at 

least one thought which, with the permission of the Committee, I should like to 

stress. 

If one scientific lesson can be learned from what has so far been done 

concerning research in the heart and soul of the atom, it is that it has 

demolished the concept of quantitative power. In human relationship, for 

the first time a very peculiar phenomenon has emerged. It is the non-recngnition 

of that phenomenon that miscarries the point which normal men make when they 

begin to talk with amazement and wonderment as to what has overtaken mankind 

today. For example, when gunpowder was first discovered, the person who became 

possessed of the secret of gunpnwder had an unquestioned monopolistic advantage 

over his enemy,who did not know how to deal with him at a distance. But when 

knowledge of the secret of gunpowder was broadcast to all quarters, then the 

question became one of a quantitative concept, namely, if you had more gunpowder 

you were in a more advantageous position, and if you had less gunp0wder you were 

in a less advantageous position -- and this could go on indefinitely. 

A well-known historian has said that all the revolutions that have been 

brought about in the history of warfare were brought about by the coming into 

being and the subsequent exploitation of gunpowder. But he was wise enough to 

limit it to the idea that it was a monopolistic privilege so long as the other 

man did not know how to make gunpowder. The man with the gunpowder had an 

aclvantage over the man with the arrow. But once this knowledge got to the other 

man, then more gunpowder meant more advantage on that side. 
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Now this is not true regg,.rding the secret of the atom. It is true that 

when for the first time someone discovered the colossal and limitless expanse of 

energy that could be released from the atom, he was in an extremely advantageous 

position to dictate his terms. He could say to his opponent, "I have a certain 

superior instrument of destruction; listen to me; obey me; sign on the drtted 

line." But once the secret of the atom reached the other side, then it was no 

longer a question of stockpiling atoms. It W:J.s not that I have thirty and you 

have one,and therefore I am in a relatively more advantageous position than you, 

because the tremendous destructive potential of the atom is such that it is outside 

the concept of quantitative destructive potential. This is a point which has not 

been appreciated, but I should lite to illustrate it by relating a short story 

which is rather famili:J.r in my part of the world. 

'Ihe:;.·e was a merchant who became engaged in a very nefarious trade called 

the sale of the scorpion. You know what a scor~ion is and you know what it does 

to you when you touch it indiscriminately. In the shop of this merchant you 

would find big scorpions, small scorpions and medium-sized scorpions. But he 

was shrewd enough to sell them all at the same price. Someone who wanted to 

have some mathematico.l understanding of this equalization of the price said to 

him, uBut you are a bit nf a fool; you should charge twice as much for the large 

scorpions as for the small ones. 11 The merchant replied., "Very well, my friend, 

but you touch any one of them and then vle shall settle on the price. '1 

It is the touching of the scorpion rather than how many scol'pions you touch 

which is the point that I am making in considering the tremendous destructive 

potential of the atom, or its progeny, if you like, the hydrogen bomb and company, 

or other things that are likely yet to be created. 

I wish to say frankly and without the least attempt at equivocation or what 

is known as quiboling, that if the monopoly of atomic power had rested with a 

single vorld Power, the type of general conference which took place and tbe type 

of deliberations which we are now having would not have been a practical 

possibility. It was only because somehow the forces of life got the up~er 
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hand and the peculiar process by which somebody learned what it was that '\vas 

locked up in the heart of the atom came to be shared, that the ~ossibilities 

with which we are anxiously concerned exist tod.ay and the nolding of a 

technical conference on the sharing of. knowledge is possible. 

It is not in a spirit of practis:i.ng Christian virtue or charity, it is not 

even in a spirit of ccmpass~.on or in a spirit of fellmr-feeling -- it is the 

compelling logic of the situation, namely, that it is no longer the exclusive 

reserve of someone to know about the atom and about the exploitation of its 

energy and the harm which could result to everyone, that we have the present 

situation. It is because e·rer~·one unde:L"Stands that this is not the monopoly of 

one particular PoHer. 
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AL1d from this I dr:J.w :J.n import:J.nc deduction, o.nd it is of c-. very interesting 

chnr::'.cter so fnr ns we o.ll here nre concerned: thnt the more widesprend becomes 

knowledge of the atom, the greo.ter is the possibility thnt it will not be o.bused. 

The more you sl1are it -- with the m:.n in the street, sh~ll I ::uy, ;\ith the sm:cller 

Powers, shnll I say-~he more you make it av~ilo.ble for the understanding of the 

students of contemporary thought, ··.nd the greater is its iranunity, its protective 

vnlue. It is the only defence mechnnism thnt I know of that ccn possibly net o.s 

n deterrent n.gninst its ·~bus<:: because this ag::dn reminds me of the stor_y of the :n:m 

who was selling scorpions. Who.t cnn be said against nnJ~hing need not be so.id 

against every~hing. ~llint cnn be nrgued ngo.inst one position need not be nrgued 

o.gninst nny position. 

The use of the ntom by one nnd ::1ll is the only possible wny in which 

knowledge of it can possibly be employed for the purpose of preventing its 

destructive exploitation by other people. 

usE=s of ntomic energy. 

That brings us to the peQceful 

Th8 CO!:ipelling logic of -:. historic predic··:::~ent h s r.:.;sulte~d in the pr.:sent 

position, nnd when the historb.n of the future settles down to write whnt the 

dc:,wn of the atomic ero. WIS like, he will not p."y .:ny t:::.ll comp} irnents to the p'"'ople 

of the twentieth century; I nm perfectly positive nbout that. But he will 

certninly be gro.ppling with the nnscent situ:::.tion which hns nrisen by which v1e 

are on the c~ossronds of history, and the crossroads of history involve n choice. 

The mnking of this choice hns ::'.lrendy been more or less indicnted on the pnges 

of history. We nre now here busy debnting nnd discussing the peaceful uses of 

atomic energy. Thnt is my first thought. 

The second is this -- ::1nd I think it is equo.lly importnnt -- nnd it in fact 

flows from some of the things thc.t I have sctid so far, thnt there should be n 

wise suspension of our judgment. 'I'here should be n wise toxdiness in the 

renlizD.tion of our nmbition to switch on nuclea.r energy for wha.t nre cnll8d 

peaceful purposes. Und~e enthusiasm in thnt direction is bound to be 

cntc.strophic because we a.re experimenting with n stuff nbout which we at 

present know very little, nnd a.ny reckless or indiscriminnte or thoughtless 

use of this tremendous energy which we h::we been nble to tc,p is bound to be 

follovred up by cone omit: .nt conditions which may ccugur ill for humnnity. 
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To remind you of' wpat h-•.ppened in recent times, I may rec~ll to you how 

the princiPle of the jet o.irliner was immediatE.::ly o.bsorbed for commercial o.nd 

industrial purposes in the building of' the Comet. It was o. simple pro.ctical 

principle contrusted with the type of pri~ciple which is involved in the 

exploitation of the energy inherent in the o.tom. Helo.tively speaking, it is 

something in the no.ture of elementary physics. . No more tho.~ tho.t, but yet, 

nevertheless, injudicious, thoughtless, speedy and reckless use of' tho.t very 

sir::~ple :principle on o. l:crge and un:prece·iented scale, in the sense tho.t it wo.s 

applied to commerce o.nd industry i'or building the Comet, ·was responsible for the 

destruction of numerous valu~ble lives, o.nd the greo.test Commission of Enquiry 

tho.t ever so.t. on this planet to inves tigo.te the re.~sO'lS for the destruction of 

the jet airliner has today exhibited b2fore us o.t least one symptom: that it 

wo.s o. mo.tter of fatigue. It wo.s beco.use of this matter of fc.tigue tho.t the 

Comet wo.s not o.ble to hold its own o.t supersonic speed, o.nd it wo.s beco.use of 

this th~t it burst, with o. resulto.nt loss of life which some of us ho.ve been 

mourning. 

Just o.s this exo.mple illustrates the indiscriminQ.te or ro.sh use of a 

principle, the precise opero.tion o.nd o.pplico.tion of which we know very little, 

this applic:.J.ti.on in the sphere o.f o.erono.utics, which brought about o. co.to.strophic 

o.nd unprecedented diso.ster to humo.nity, so o.lso -- some of the crude exJ?eriments, 

sho.ll I use the word "crude" or perho.ps you ho.ve a better word to suggest to me; 

I should not like to cho.nge the word beco.use the experiments remo.in crud2; 

anyhow, tho.t i.s my judgment -- we do not know precisely who.t is the no.ture of 

atomic rc..di"'.tion. \'le do not know -vrho.t repercussions it will ho.ve on the 

agricultural soil of this pl.:.net. We do not know o.bout the possibility tho.t 

fission mo.y bring o.bout o.n oxidation of the existing elements in the atmosphere, 

which mny prevent the possibility of hum'111 life surviving o.t e.ll, of its being 

able to co.rry on its c:1reer on this pl".net. Surely this is the possibility which 

'I'hese nre not dreo.ms; I o.m not to.lking "through ·my ho,t", but 

these things are now very well known. I -vmuld therefore pleo.d tho.t, in our 

o.nxiety to swi.tch over to the new Sl Doro.do, the new Kingdom of Heo.ven, 1-1hich is 

supposed to be o.round the corner, we should exercise n wise, to.rdy restrc.int 

over ourselves. Not until we .:1re completely satisfied tho.t we hnve gro.sped 
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the tactical principle which is to be exploited in releasing the energy inherent 

in the :;.tom, or the constructive n.nd peaceful purposes for which its fruitful 

npplicntion c,::m be sought, will it be wise nnd consistent with elementnry 

prudence for us to embark upon o. periJous cnr0er? 

I nm of the opinion that n situ~tion may nrise when, not nerely in the 

words tho.t hove been chosen nnd. emplo;yed by the grea.t Pl.·esic1ent of the United 

Sto.tes of Americn, humnn civiliz::~.tion mny be exterminnted, but there will, 

in my o·pinion, be a. procticu.l :possibility of the ve:cy .J?l:J.aet itself getting 

completely dislocnted from its oroit::::.l power ::~.s the result of nuclenr fission 

reo.ction. It mo.y be sent hurlinf'; into o. vuid, to ''-n e·~·::nml void. It is o. 

possibility which no physicist vrho knmvs hie b;1Sit:::;sc cccn possibly eliminnte. 

Here then o.re steps in the role of the United l~ntions. I would not be 

mo.king thc.t point unless I kne>l who.t could be snid nbout it. I think the 

United Nntions owes o. duty to humn.nlty :>.t lL,rge, :::~nd th"'t Quty con be fulfilled 

in several wo.ys. The United Nutions is nlreo.Qy beginning to be the lo.st 

restr::lint on enrthly powers. It is beginning to be the l.".st solccce of eo.rthly 

misery. But it co.n be very much mo:~e thnn t~wt, o.nd it can be th:J.t much nlso 

so thnt it rnny give us inner resources through the ethical o.spects, through 

trCtditionnl considerations with which the history of rnnnkind ho.s been ::tble to 

mo.ke us so fa,::ilinr, within the fro.mework of which the modern scientist works. 

Certain modern scientista approach no.ture in n spirit of conceit end nrrog['nce 

ns though they were the conquerors, ::md they ::lppronch nc.ture not in n spirit o.nd 

mo.nner which is worthy of them o. spirit in which they sho;J.ld be the lovers of 

no.ture o.nd ho.ve some sort oi' a mystical reverence for it andshould be nble to 

co.rry on their work. I mo.y ho.ve to so.y o. fevl words more nbout this in o. 

subsequent plo.ce if it is necessary. I do not wo.nt to wo.ste the time of the 

Committee. 

I would cert'linly be content with summing up my position with rego.rd to 

this mo.tter in citing all the wo::::-k which ivns done o.t Geneva. -- ~.md of tho.t 

vle ho.ve henrd Cl very scientific Ctnd concise report that w::ts given by our 

Cho.irmon of that conference, Dr. Homi Bho.bho.. A note of cnution is also 

equ::clly necessf:try. Praise by nll meo.ns o.nd po.y compliments by o.ll me~ms. 

All of a. sudden we ho.ve begun to discover thnt we o.re cnpcble of discussing 

the peaceful uses of o.tomic energy CtS if nny other uses consistent with humo.n 
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dignity should be sought, as if the Son of I·1en who went on the Cross two thousand 

years ago lived in vain, as if "Thou shalt not kill 11 was an injur:tction that had. no 

meaning, as if that most peaceful of prophets, the ancient Budciha, twenty-five 

centuries ago, said in vain, "If hate is answered by r...ate, how shall hate be 

conque:.•ed at al1• '? 11 If violence is answered by v.i.olence, how shall violence be 

conque:::-ed at all? In the context of all of this historic traditional heritage 

which belongs to mankind, it is rather i::-onical that we should be sitting here a.ud 

talking about the peaceful uses of atomic energy as if it ivere sor:Gething very 

wonderful that we had been able to disce>ver, as if an:'thing else was worthy of us, 

we vlho were created in t:1e ~Llllage of' S:od Himself. B·u:c chen L1e story of human 

development is replete with the stury of human wickeJness, of hwan greed, of 

human violence. The ~ecent past does p::'esent a spectacle which sends a shiver 

down the spine. Let us be grate£'1u for small mercies. Let us be grateful that 

after ten years:, after what we did in Eiroshima and 1Jagasaki, we are in a small 

way paying a deep debt of gratitude to that cosmic povrer that once again has been 

able to bring huma.n:i. ty up to its present perce·,?tion. 
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Strar.gely enough, the. first atomic bomb was :released round about 

6 August 1945 :i.n Hiroshima. If you cross the international date line you 

will be somewhere round about th~ eighth, and ten years thereafter you have the 

Geneva Confere::-.ce debat:tng th~ peaceful uses of atomic energy,. A good ten years 

had to pe.ss after the wounos that 1vere i::rflicted on h~.~nar1~.ty -- this was not 

a case of Japan; it was a co.se of humanity. llhen once I wa;; talking to a 

Japanese friend, and I said, "Well, in the a"Qplicat:Lon of the atom bomb vias. 

there any option? You people vere obstinate, and hw.nani-ty had to. be seved. 

The lives of so many British nnd Am~rican sol<'li~rs he:l to b3 saved. How can I 

blame these paople who iver<:~ able to release; by tueir S.lJPl~cation oi' the secret 

of the atom i:1 the manufacture of the atomic bomb a~1d victim::.:z;e you with i t7", 
. he made a characteristic remark1 and I wish I knew the answer. Probably there 

is an answer, but I am such an ignorant person that, although I have spent many 

sleepless nights consideri:Jg this p:::oblem, I ha:1e not been able to find an answ-er. 

He said, rrBut why didn't they use the same atomic bomp over Gerillany'l" 

And so I get back to the position at lihich I was. It ~ras a ;vou11d inflicted 

on huruani ty :itself, and we in our own small way are trying to filld 01.1-t if, for 

any constructiv\~ purpos0s,. we should be able to apply the wisG.om which modern 

science has made available. 

Lest I should be sounding pedantic, or what might be called primiti·1e in 

my thinking, I should lik~ to summon the testimony of one of the greatest 

scientists that I know of. This is a 1947 publication, but it vras actually 

printed in 1948), and thereafter I have actually a book which was written j_n 1954, 

so that if anyone wants to enter into an argument vii th !l).e he will be able to 

confront me with contemporary findings also. I beg the leave of the Committee 

to read out one paragraph because it is able to eum up my position, which I would 

not be able to :i.ndicate to you ev·en if I w·ere to take three remaining hours 

of y0ur valuable time. It is the last paragraph, and he is talking about the 

economic consequences of atomic energy. He says: 
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"May I s\.l'l!tllSrize my conclusion'Z While no doubt humanity would gain 

scme advan~age i~ the diversion of nuclear energy into power for economic 

pnrpo13es 1 ::. t is not at present ~ J21"~9.f.! probabl8 that the advantage would be 

great. If one allows the creation of power fo~ economic purposes in the 

various countr:!.es, i +.s creetion for wa:rlike purpos0s ~&n on).y be prevt::nted 

by a very tihor0ugh-going and OP'f?resRive system of inte:t·national control11
• 

I will revert to this point presently, but let me contim~e the guota~ion~ 

"Unhappj.ly, inte::--11atio•1a.1 relations are nCJ\• sl.'~ll as to maJ{e it unlikely 

that nations wi11. co1 seLt to this. I su'j,:_;est t:::.at t!:.~ prop"Jsal should be 

put forward tb2t all nations r.honld agrc::e to io:.'c:go V1e use of nuclear 

energy for tho gC:nera.tion of inonst:riaJ. po-v;er for a term of years. I 

auggcst that the Atomic Energy Cun:c.nission should be asked to formulate 

pre~isely the nature of thl: iusp'-'):!tion thut <:voulc be J.leeded to er.sure 

the er.forcement of tbis agree1:1ent. It m~ght well prove to be the esse 

the.t a far milder for.n of inspection :would be ee!Ce;?table to all the nations.u 

In his ver~" l.:::arned address to us, Dr. E:1abha, after reviewing the 

ind'l~strial consumption of t~1e mechanical power or, as it ill no-vr being described 

in the jargon of science, the nconvent:.ione.l power11 I do not know why it should 

be called "conver1tional power11
; we mo.y call it the "pre-atomic power11

, but it 

is not conventional in any sense of the term at all comes to the following 

conclusions: 

"The important conclusion to be drawn from what has been said above 

is, first, that our civilization cannot continue indefinitely on the basis 

ot' the convent::.onn.l fuels alone" -- and I think this is correct -- rr a;1d, 

secondly, that uranium and thorium can support progressively expanding 

world power progran:mes for many centuries. Thus, even if the widespread 

use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes faces us with politic~~ and 

military problems., we have no option but to solve these problemsu. 

(A/C.l/PV.760, p~ge 12) 
And I do agree with Dr. Bhabho.. He then goes on :further to warn us, and says: 
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"P-apers were also con:mun::i.cated to the Conference describing in 

general te::.'Uls twQ fast neutron reac-tor,g that are being built, and 

prototype povrer stations based on them. Any one such reactor may be 

estimate6 to require several hundre6 k::..lograms of concentrated fissile 

material, depending upon its size; that is,· enough fissile material to 

make several atcmj.c boiubs. 'I'his and the previnus exawples illustrate 

the close connex::.on there is between the peaceful arid military 

a:ppl i.cations of atcmic energy an?! the. safeguards that vlill be necessary 

to ensure agaiw:;t mi8usc .rr (J;.f.s.:JJ.:~-di.2./I.~ .. J..7) 
In substance he agrees >nth the arsument which was r::crrce.in-:::d in the last 

paragraph of the book to 11rhlch I referred just now. 

It is true that if we were to take up an indefinite span of time on pure 

mathematical evidence we should be able to demonstrate that the existing or 

pr.:;;-atomic sources of power are capable of reaching an ult..i.mate end and that, 

thereafter, we shall have no power to go on with. He do not require involved 

or calculated mathematics for the purpose of demonstrating thj.s, but I certainly 

do not agree that this situation, of which our pessimists speak so vociferously, 

is so close at hand that it is just around the corner -- twentJr-five, thirty 

or fifty years hence -- so that we may hereafter embark upon an examination of 

th~ possible bases on which nuclear power can be mad0 available for industrial 

application. I am not prep~ed to accept that, and I do not think that it is 

a ~Grrect statement o~ fact. 

That reminds me of uhat happened once in London. At an astro-physical 

cGnference one rL th~ greatest astro-physicists was lecturing to ordinary 

!'.orr.mon people and was talking to them about what is called the second law of 

th~nno-dynamics. Those of you who are acquainted with elementary physics know 

wh~t the second law of thermo-dyn~mics is. In effect, it says that although 

thr;; mathematical sum total of the energy in the universe is constant, 

nevertheless the available energy which can be utilized for the purpose of 

~~actical application, for doipg work, is running down, so that this is a 

·J.niverse which is running down. Thus although, until the last day when 

7.Dnn.anity vrill be confronted vrith a very peculiar situation in which there will 

be t.n ~).'I8.i]"l-b1e energy to work ;-lith, mathematically that energy 'trill be constant, 
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it will not, however, as I say, l.le energy with which we shall be able to worl~, 

and then the whol~ of humru1ity will perish1 and the fut~re for mankind is 

pitiless and d8rk. 

An old lady who v.-as sitting there during th!s ;..ecture was disturbed be~ause 

she thought tb.at the p!'os:pect -v.ras quite close, anll she had to be told, "That 

will not t1'l.lce place until mL!.::.J.ons of yea:i.7S hence11
• ~'bus I feel that tpis :i.s 

a situation >nth l'ihich we also ho.ve to be re:1de1"'ed more or less familiar. It 

is true that one day the pre-atomic resources of power will become exhausted, 

but that is a distant yrospsct; it is r.ot jm;t rouLd the co·,,ner so that we 

mnst rush about in a mad hurry and say, 11 Unlefts \·Te ere abl.c:: to d9 this and do 

it very speeoily ·vre are bound to perish, apd so on ex~·:: so fo: ... th11
• That is 

- not altogether a correct stateme~t of fact. 

Then, as Dr. Bhabha has very rightly sai&, this and the previous examples 

illustrate the close conr~exion that the:re is betveen the peaceful and the 

military applications or. atomic energy, and the safeguards that will be necessary 

to ensure against mis\:se. There is a feeli::1g -- an uncanny feeling -- in some 

parts of the world, that, after all, the application of this energy may not be 

in the nature of the advent of the Trojan horse and that,as one writer has very 

recently chara(!t~rized it, it may not perpetuate an ero. of atomic imperialism. 

And I hope that this Committee will take care to see that -vre should not become 

parties to the ushering in of that era. 

These are the general remarks that I wished to ma~e on the first sub-item. 

That, incidentally, should render it easier for me to sum up my position on the 

second sub-item. The statute -- the charter -- is under consideration by the 

various Govermaents, and I have not the least doubt that they will transmit 

th8ir reports, as will the Goverr~ent of Pakistan, on whose behalf I am speaking. 

The kind of agency that might be set up may be a subject of controversy at this 

stage, but I do hope and pray that it may be possible for us all to go to work 

t'J7T"l.rds an agreed solution, because in a momentous problem of the sort vrith 

which the Committee is at present engaged it would be disastrous to have any 

rnB.jor differences. Almost every writer I knmv of who has cared to think at all 

abo,Jt the problem of the control of atomic energy and its diversion for 
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constructive human purposes has come to the conclusion that it has to be 

controlled by an international ager.cy. And surely we are not going to create 

an international agency which is a one-s:tded agency in the sense that some of 

the major, pioneering Pm-rers are not parties to it, or that some other Powers 

lvhich feel tpat they have an equal interest and an equal say in the matter, 

are excluded. 
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It may be that, if' the differences are not resolved, I may even plead with 

this Committee, at a more &ppropriate stage, to appoint -a sub-committee to study 

this question and decide whether or not it is possible to narrow down the area 

of disagre~ment and to arrive at a resolution acceptable to all. For the 

evolution of this agency, its specific internal arrangements, its external 

relationship with any specialized agency, th8 contractual arrangements thnt it 

may have with any Grgans of the United Nations, the relationship that it may 

have with the General Assembly: all of' these are complicated questions on which 

many different vie>·TS are possible -- and those views are being entertainc::d 

honestly and with scme amount of seriousness. It would be impolite to acct::.se 

anyone of wanting to shipwreck or stultify this agency, or obstruct its 

establishment in any way. I do not think that such language could be used. 

I do hope that the major Powers, vrhich have the major interest in this 

question, which are doing the pioneering work -- \vhat I call the human work, 

for which we are all grateful -- vrill take stock of the situation and realize 

that there are other viewpoints, equally valid, which must be reconciled with 

their own. 

Before I close, I should like to leave with the Committee a little story, 

the moral of which is quite pertinent at this time. The story may be known to 

some representatives. It is to be found somewhere in the writings of' Carlyle; 

I read it many years ago and, therefore, am not able to give the exact source. 

As I have said, however, I think that it is a story which is pertinent and which 

has a message for all of us. The story is this: There was a very poor man, 

and by the side of his house there was the house of a very rich man. It so 

happened that the only son of the poor man contracted tYilhus. The poor man 

was not able to summon medical aid, since that would have required a great deal 

of money. He did not want to lose his son, so he rushed to the house of the 

rich man and said to -the rich man: "My friend, will you be able to give me some 

aid? My son is dying. He is my only son. I am told on com~etent medical 

advice that, if he c2n be treated in time, his life can be saved. 11 "But I have 

nothing in common vTith you," said the rich man, "that would make me want to give 

any money to you." .A.nd the poor man said: "We have all been created by God, 

and we are all brothers. After all, you have so much already and parting with 
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a few coins is not going to make any a:p:preciable difference to you." But the 

rich man insisted, saying: "Oh, no, I have blue blood in my veins, and you have 

a different colour in yours. I have nothing in common with you, so out you go." 

The poor man came away, disappointed. Carlyle concludes the story in this way: 

In two days' time, the typhus germ, wanting to est~blish the law of human 

brotherhood, flew out the door, went to the house of the rich man and quietly 

injected into the rich man 1 s son the very poison which had been responsible for 

the disease that had overtaken the poor man Is son. Not only did the rich man's 

son fall ill and die, but the rich man's son and the poor man 1 s son were buried 

in one and the same cemetary, thus establishing once again that death is the great 

leveller. 

I think that the same sort of relationship exists on the planet today. I 

need not be more specific. It is merely a matter of self-defence. The world 

has become an alarmingly small place to live in. The days of splendid isolation 

are gone. Gone are the days when people could live all by themselves. Today 

anything that happens anywhere happens everyvThere. Hence, today, the 

responsibility of those vrho are rich is certainly considerably greater than they 

thinl;:: it is. The logic o~ history is far more compelling than any ethical 

considerations. 

If I have taken the Committee's time today, it is 1Jecause I have certain 

convictions, which I have attempted to share with the Committe8 for what they are 

worth. JYly remarks have not been uttered in any spirit of dogmatism or 

supererogation. For all that I know, I may not be right. For all that I know, 

there may be some fallacy somevlhere in my argument. But, if that is the case, 

rer-.resentatives who are much more wise than I am should want to find out where 

the fallacy is, and, if I am able to keep the Committee engaged even in such a 

search, it will have done great good to humanity. 

I thank members of the Committee very much for their ]:Jatient attenT,ion. 
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Mr. SCHURivLlU'JN (Netherlands): During the ten yea:rs of its existence, 

the occasions when the United ~ations could rejoice in the unqualified success 

of an ac~.iciTemcnt have been rare. The unstinted praise which has been given 

to the WOl'king as well as to the results of the Inte:;:national Conference on the 

Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, held at Geneva this ~rear, cannot fail, therefore, 

to be velcome to the organizers of and the yarticipants in the Conference 

and no less to all Members and well-wishers of the Unic~ed Nations. 

Our gratitude is due, above all, to the Secretary-General and his staff 

and to the able and distinguished. members of his Advisory Committee. Even in 

this age, when we have become familiar with large numbers, the task of ensuring 

that in the short span of twelve days so many delegates and observers should. be 

., able to consider no less than l, 067 scientific pa:Jers, and listen to the 

presentation of 450 of them, was a prodigious one and its completion vras 

something that no other organization in the world could have accomplished. 

Vlhat is perhaps e"ren more admirable is that a subject that held implications 

of such overwhelming political importance to the world could have been frankly 

and openly discussed by delegates from seventy-three different countries in an 

atmosyhe::e free frcm suspi.::!ion and bickering. The only tension that prevailed 

at the Conference was that created by the consciousness of all the delegates 

that they were takin;::; part in an event of unprecedented moment for the future 

of civilization. 

vJhen we try to assess thG value of what the Conference has accomplisl),ed, 

there are, I think, three aspects that merit our special attention. 

Firstly, a subject that >·ras hitherto veiled in secrecy has been openly 

debatec in the full ligLt of international science and publicity. The fact 

that those countries "~hich had gained an advance on others in their physical, 

chemical and technological knowledge of the structure of matter and the means 

to utilize it have not hesitated to make a large number of th~ir findings 

available to the scientists from all over the world is an encouraging sign that 

the solidarity bet,,;een nations -- a solidarity that leaves so much to be desired 

in some fields -- is makinb progress in other fields. Our gratification st. 

this favourable development must be tempered, however, by the.; sobering thought 

that what we hail as a salutary new trend after a long period of schism should 
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really be the rule rather than the exception. Universal access to scientific 

data and free exchange of knowledge are features of an ancient tradition -- a 

tradition that should be upheld in the interest of mankind. 

Secondly, the disclosures made at the Conference have brought to the world 

the realization that the inestimable benefits of this new science, not only for 

the production of energy, but also in such various fields as medicine, 

agriculture and many others, may be placed within our reach sooner than some of 

us had expected. 
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In the third place, the Conference has made manifest the impact -vrhich the 

application of nuclear science can have on conditions of life in.all parts of 

the globe, and, consequently, the necessity for continuing and extending 

organized international co-operation in this field under the aegis of the 

United Nations, which initiated it. One form in which sach co-operation can be 

realized is that of the holding of more conferences of the same kind, and we 

therefore welcome the suggestion made by the President of the Conference, 

Dr. Bhabha, and repeated in his impressive statement before this Committee, that 

another conference should be convened in two or three years' time. 

The speed of the prog:;.·ess in nuclear science as 11ell as the multiplicity of 

the subjects affected by that science might, hmrever, make it expedient to 

arrange for a number of international meetings of scientists on a smaller scale, 

to be held vrithin that period, at vrhich particular sectors of the subject matter 

could come up for discussion. Several other representatives, I know, have made 

similar suggestions and that seems to indicate that our scientists have all 

advised us in the same manner. 

Permit me now to say a fevr vTOrds on what has been done in the field of 

atcmic energy in the Netherlands. In 1946 a group of scientists started to deal 

with this subject. They created the Foundation for Fundamental Investigation 

of Matter, in which, until recently, all research in pure and applied science 

in the field of nuclear energy was concentrated. Early this summer, a new 

organization become the focal point of this research work, the Netherlands 

Reactor Centre, a foundation established by the Government. In this foundation, 

four parties co-operate -- the Government, science, industry and the public 

utilities for conventional power. The Reactor Centre is a private organization, 

but the Government appoints the chairman of the board of governors and has 

special powers over the foundation's activities in respect of foreign relations, 

public hea:th, safety of persons and property, and security. 

The provisional programme of the foundation calls for an investment of 

28 million guilders, half of which is to be furnished by the Government. This 

amount is at present available to the foundation. Among the items that figure 

on the programme are the construction of a material-testing reactor and the 

development of a suspension reactor. The development of this "suspop" -- the 
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atomic energy of France, Germrul~', Italy, Belgium., Luxembourg and the Netherlands. 

This report will be the result of three months of study and discussion in 

Brussels, thanks to which the problem. is now ripe for decision on the political 

level. Hy Goverr.ment attaches the greatest importance to these wide 

possibilities of European integration. 

Turning now from bilateral and regional co-operation to the prospects of 

world-wide co-operation in this field, I may remind this Committee that the 

General Assembly at its ninth session resolved that an international atomic 

energy agency should be established without delay to facilitate the use by the 

entire world of atomic energy for peaceful purposes. 

In pursuance of this resolution, as we all know, the Governments of 

Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, Portugal, the Union of South Africa, the 

United Kingdom and the United States have recently transmitted to all the Members 

of the United Nations and the specialized agencies,through the intermediary of 

the Secretary-General and on a confidential basis, a draft of the statute for 

the international atomic energy agency. On this draft, formulated by the eight 

Powers in possession of fissile material, the other States were invited to give 

their comments. My Government will be happy to avail itself of this opportunity 

to comment on the draft and I shall not, of course, anticipate these comments 

but, as we are to discuss under section (b) of the item under debate the progress 

in developing international co-operation for the peaceful uses of atomic energy, 

I should like to make a few remarks of a general nature concerning the ideas 

by which we shall be guided in our appraisal of the proposals that have been 

made. 

T~e initiative taken by the President of the United States of America, to 

render available to the world at large both the material and the knowledge needed 

to enable other countries to play their part in the scientific and practical 

development of this new source of energy, has ~illed u~ with gratitude, and we 

are e~ually grateful to those Governments which have since then taken the first 

steps to give effect to this co-operation. If vle have some reservations .to make 

concerning the uay in vlhich they envisage the method by which the international 

atomic agency should be established and the manner in vlhich it should operate, 

these reservations stem not from a vlill to criticize, but from the desire to 

assist in achieving results that will do justice to the generous vision evoked 

by ·the President 1 s address to the General Assembly on 8 December 1953. 
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Tbat vision contained two outstanding traits. One was that there should be 

the largest possible amount of inter.nationaJ_ co-operation in this field, and 

the other was that the use of atomic energy fur peaceful purposes should be 

facilitated fo1· the entire world. 'l'hese tvro aims should, in our opinion, remain 

ever-present in our minds. 

Application of the first principle of real and effective international 

co-operation demands that the co-ope:.:·ation should tal:e place, so far as possible, 

on a basis of equality. The agency should, therefore, be set up in such a way 

that, instead of emphasiz;i.ng the difference between the countries that have at 

their disposal the material and technological means for the practical ·use of 

atomic science and those which are still deficient in elther of these two. 

respects, it shoulcl embody the ccmmon and equal interests of all countries in 

this venture. 
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The difference between the possessors and the aspirants obviously exists, but 

it is not a diffe~ence that is fundamental nor one that seems likely to continue 

for long without change. Uranium, thorium or other fissile material may be 

discovered in countries that are nm.r unaware of its presence in their soil. 

Moreover, scientists are ~-ready looking forward to the days when no such basic 

materials will be needed in the process. An agency based, as to the method of its 

establislunent, the composition of its governing body and the contracts into which 

it will be expected to enter, on an inequal.i ty between have 1 s and have -not 1 s, would, 

therefore, be obsolete before it had even begun to operate. 

With regard to the second principle, namely, that the agency should promote 

the use Of atomic energy for peaceful purposes by the entire world, this seems to 

us to imply two consequences: tbat the agency should be more concerned with the 

distribution o~ knowledge than with that of material, and that it should be closely 

linl~ed to the United Nations. 

The speakers w~o have preceded me in this debate have made it abundantly clear 

that a b~isk trade in fissile material is already being done on a bilateral basis. 

It cannot be the object of the agency to interfere with this trade or to try to 

establish some kind of monopoly for this con::modity. Too much emphasis on the 

exchange of material 1;ould not aid but would hamper the universal character that we 

wish to impart to the agency. Hhere the intermediary of the agency is 

indispensable, however, is for the purpose of providing the countries in need of 

it with the scientific and technical kno-vrledge and skill required to make the use 

of atomic energy available to the entire world. The essential task of the agency 

would, therefore, seem to be that of rendering technical assistance in tile domain 

of atomic energy. 

Technical assistance is a familiar field of activity of the United Nations, 

and experience has taught us that it is one where it can best exert its beneficent 

influence. Hould it not, then, be prudent to establish the relationship between 

the United Nations and the agency on the lines of the pattern that has proved its 

usefulness in matters of technical assistance in other fields? 

lviy delegation earnestly hopes that our debate here will result again in a 

unanimous confirmation of the high purposes which have thus far guided the 

United Nations in this vitally important new field of action. I am convinced that 

loVery one of us wil:'... try to reconcile the divergent views laid down in the various 
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In the opinion of my delegation, such a 

unanimous decision must rest on the principles which I have mentioned just now; 

principles which, to a large extent, are echoed in draft resolution A/C.l/1.131, 

introduced by the delegation of India. We are particularly attracted by the 

suggested creation of a committee which will act on behalf of the General Assembly 

as a liaison with the powers which are negotiating the establishment of the agency. 

I do not tllinl>: that this general debate is the place for further elaborating 

these thoughts. We may revert to them, however, when the draft resolutions 

concerning this item come up for discussion. 

Hr. IvlciNTOSH (NevT :0ealand): At the beginning of this debate we heard 

statements from representatives of countries which have taken the lead in the 

development of atomic energy for peaceful ends. These speakers described in some 

detail the achievements of their own countries in bringing about what is, in 

effect, a second industrial revolution. The spectacular speed with which this 

has tal,en place is all the more remarlcable because in recent years nuclear research 

has proceeded not on a world-wide basis, but within individual countries or small 

groups of countries. For reasons which are well known, the results of this 

national research have in many cases been veiled in secrecy. The participants 

in the recent International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, we 

are told, were interested to learn how nearly the researches of scientists in 

other countries had duplicated their own, and how close they were to the same 

results. It is, perhaps, not surprising that discovery ran on parallel lines 

in different countries; but the very fact that this had not been known to the 

scientists themselves shows how far the world had departed from the concept of 

world-wide co-operation and free exchange of information which in the past was 

characteristic of almost all fields of scientific endeavour. 

The Conference held at Geneva ,.,as therefore a landmark, At that point 

international co-operation replaced national interest as the dominant theme in 

peaceful atomic 'science. 
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The great volume of knowledge which flooded out into the public domain will 

undoubtedly be of tremeudous value, but the significance of the Conference lay 

even more in the reversal of a retrograde trend towards the restriction of 

scientific knowledge. As the New Zealand representative pointed out in this 

Coremittee last year, international co-operation in this field is not an original 

development. Nuclear science, indeed, was born in an international atmosphere. 

Without eve:..• losing tbeir sense of nationaJ. identity, but equally ,.n thout any 

narrovr or exclusive patriotism, scientists worked wherever their services could 

best be used. Thus Ernest Rutherford, who was born and e~ucated in New Zealand, 

did the work for which he becarue famous, first in Canada -- as Mr. Martin mentioned 

the other day and then in the United Kingdom. My countrymen take pride in him 

not merely as a famous Ney; Zealander, but as a scie1.tist who was honoured 

throughout the world -- in the Soviet Union, for example, of whose Academy of 

Science he was elected an honorary member -- without any thought of ideological 

difference or national rivalry. 

The International Conference at Geneva marked a return to this spirit of 

scientific :::'reedorJ. It \-Tas preceded in the same city by a political meeting which, 

we all ho:pe, was the beginning of a ne-vr era in international relations. The 

Interna:tional Conference may be regarded as the first of the concrete ste:ps which 

are needed to ma~e the nGeneYa spirit" a reality. The Assembly may take credit, 

therefore, for its far-sighted action last year in arranging for the holding of 

this Conference. 11e o-vre a debt also to the Government of the United States, which 

first suggested that it be held; to our Secretary-General, to his Advisory 

Committee and to the Conference secretariat, who were collectively res:ponsible for 

~he smooth running of one of the largest and most complex international gatherings 

ever held; and to Hr. Homi Bhabha, who presided over the Conference with 

distinction, and who in illuminating and simple terms explained its accomplishments 

and significance to this Committee on VJednesday, 12 October. 
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A moment ago I referred to a return to a spirit of international co-ope:ration 

in scientific matters. The conference of scientists gave an initial push in this 

direction. It is important that the mome~tum thus created should not be lost. 

We therefore welcome the proposal that the Secretary-General's Advisory Committee 

should be kept in being, and that it should with him draw up plans for a further 

scientific confE.:rence or conferences. Several speal-:ers have suggested that it 

might be more convenient to have a series of specialized conferences ratDer than 

another all-inclusive gathering, because of the wide range and complexity of.the 

problerr.s arising in this fieli. On first sight, this seems to us a sensible 

proposal. We understand that a conference on power technology might usefully 

be held in about three years' time. I shall not now take u~ the question of the 

effect of radiation on i:mman i:1ealth_, which is a separate question for the later 

consideration of this Committee, and which may require more- urgent action. 

Pr"wious speakers have described the astonisr.ingly manifold usE::s to ivhich 

atomic energy can be and is being applied by various countries in uiffercnt parts 

of the world. In New Zealand ·.ve have similar needs and similar plans. It is 

true that we have neither the raw materials nor the industrial base which vrould 

permit us to be pioneers in the commercial development of nuclear power. 

Nevertheless, we have embark.:;::., in con<iunction with the United Kingdom, on a 

large-scale progra~me for the simultaneous production of heavy water and electricity 

from our extensive geo-thermal resources. The heavy •rater we propose to export. 

New Zealancl is already a heav~r consumer of electric power, and the demand is 

rapidly increasing. Most of o·..1r electricity is generated b;y water power at a 

lower cost than at present seems possible in nuclear plants. Nevertheless, our 

hydro-electric resources are limited, particularly in the North Island. 'He are 

there:fore watching with close interest the commercial development of atomic power, 

especially in the United Kingdom, witll which we have close and valuable relations 

in this field. We have noted with interest that even with the techniques now 

envisaged it should be possible in certain circumstanc~s to produce power from 

nuclear fuel on a cqmpetitive basis with high cost conventional fuel; and that, 

whereas the cost of conventional power production over the years is likely to 

increase, the cost of nuclear power, as tecr~iques improve anQ fissile material 

becomes ~ore plentiful, may be expected to decline. 
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\'le do not, of course, expect to start building po\-Ter reactors in New Zealand 

tomon·ow or the nt:xt day. The development of powar technology is, nevertheless, 

of direc~ interest to us, and we shall fo~low it closely. 

He ha·,.re a more immr:;Ci.iate intE;:rest in radio-iso·copes, which we are already 

using in considerable quantities and hope to use even more extensively in the 

future. N~;.;w ~ealand is p:cedcmiue.ntly e.n ag.d.cultural countr_yr, and it is to 

agriculture thc:.t rr.uch of our scientific r8search is devotee:.. The value of 

radio-isotopes in t~1is field is, of com·se, vTell lmow-n. 

Vle hope to make a·,railable to others, throut;h the Colombo Plan and other 

technical assistance progra.mnt::s, the lmow:edge tbat we acqulre in our research 

with radio-isoto-pes. This applies particularl:,. to our Asie.n neighbours, some of 

whose agrictlltural probJ.ems we have alrea1y been helping to solve. 

There is one other way in which New Zealand has contributed to the development 

of atomic energy for peaceful purposes. This is in the training of nu.c1ear 

physicists, some of whom have earned international re_pute. Rutherf-::>rd I have 

already mentioned. New Zealand ph~·sicists have worked and are workint: in ·che 

United Kingdom and Canada, and two New Zealanders hold key positions in the atomic 

0nergy programme which is being energetically prosecuted by our neighbour Australia. 

This export of special talent will not, VIe feel 7 be unrequited. On the contrary, 

it is by international co -op;;;ration, we believe, ratner than by incii vidual effort, 

tha~ progress can be made most rapidly. 

I should not wis:O. to concluci.e my remarks on Ne-vT Zealand 1 s activities in this 

field without paying tribute to the generous co-operation we have received from a 

number of countries ¥Ti th advanced atomic energy programmes. vJi th the United 

Kingdom, as I have said, we are partners in a heavy water project and have the 

closest relatlons in the atomic field. Frcm Canada we have been offered_ generous 

assistance in the training of our nuclear scientists. The United S·cates has 

given us one of the atomic energy libraries to which Senator Pastore referred at 

the beginning of this de'QcJ.te. New Zealand may therefore be added to the forty 

countries which have benefited from American generosity in this and other ways. 
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There are two general conclusions which may be drawn from our own experience. 

The first is that to divide the countries of the world into donors and recipients, 

even in this most specialized field of technical knowledge, is an over-siz::;plificatiwn · 

Such a division tends to obscure the fact that every nation has potentially 

sometlling to contribute, as well as son:e benefit to gain. The second is that 

all countries, large and small, highly developed and less developed, have 

potentially an equal interest in the development of this new source of energy. 

This consideration holds good even thouGh, as a number of representatives have 

correctly pointed out, the new applications of atomic energy are likely to be of 

much more immediate benefit to the highly industrialized countries than to those 

which, lil>:e New Zealand, are industrially under-developed. 

These two conclusions may, in our view, serve as useful criteria for those 

principally conce~ned in t~e drafting of a statute for an international agency. 

The draft statute is not before this Committee, and I cannot, of course, comment 

on its terms. My remarks will, therefore, be entirely general. 

One of the factors which determines our attitude to this question is our 

belief that the value of the agency will depend primarily on the generosity and 

far-sightedness of those nations which have gone furthest in developing the 

peaceful uses of atomic energy. It was they who took the initiative in proposing 

that international co-operation in this field should be extended frcm a bilateral 

to a multilateral basis, and it is still upon them than we must rely to make the 

agency truly effective. 

My delegation is glad to learn that the ~ponsoring Powers have made substantial 

progress towards agreement on the terms of a draft statute. We, for our part, 

consider that the negotiations should continue along the lines they have proposed. 

He have no doubt that the sponsors fully recognize the nature of the 

responsibility which they have assumed. Large areas of the world, as the 

representative of Burma pointed out in our debate last year, were passed over by 

the industrial revolution. It is to this agency that the nations in those areas 

will look in the first instance to ensure that the new atomic revolution does not 

similarly bypass them. It is already clear that, if the agency is to have the 
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confidence and active co-operation of these countries, it must be estaoJ.is~ed on 

the basis of partnership between the advanced and the lesr; advanced, and s:C,_ould 

not perpetuate, or even ·appear to perpetuate, a donor-recipient relationsh-l.p. 

Countries cannot be classi:'ied simply as those with something to give or tho3e 

with something to gain. Some, of course, have very much more to gain than ~o 

give, and the reverse is also true. This situation, moreover, is lil~ely to 

persist for a very long time, no matter how ra.pidly the less deYeloped countries 

can accelerate the training of scientists and the development of their industries. 

Nl.:lvertheless, it should be the objeetive cf the agency to assist in this process 

of acceleration as one means of ensuring that the present disparity between 

the sta~dard of living of the developed countries and that of the less developed 

is progressively reduced. 
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That objective will not be helped if the internal structure of the agency too 

obvio~sly reflects, and thus gives an air of permanence to, a division between 

contributing and recipient States. ThG emphasis should be on partnership, lvhich 

we hope will be per~anent, ~ather than on ~isparity, which we hope will be 

This consideration wilJ., my delegation feels confident, be given due weight 

by the sponsors of the agency as they carry the negotiatior.s on the statute to 

what we all hope 1-rill oe an early and successful cor.clusion. 

Vle have heard different views on the nature of the rclatiorcship Hhich should 

exist between the agt:ncy and the United Nations. To us it ·.vould sce:m prcn:ature 

for the Gc::ncral .h.ssembl~t to offer a definiti vc opi:1io:'1 on this point at this 

session. It may be that this relationship should be along the lines of those 

existing b~twcen the United Natior:s and its specializcC. a~::;encies. Evcm these arc 

not, of course, identical in all cases, and it might be possible to devise a 

closer form of relationship than any so far establish.:;d. VI:;; are inclined, 

hmvever, to doubt the advisability of subordinating the age::::tcy to a political 

body lil:e the G'"neral Assembly. Still less do we; thinl: that it should be 

subordinated to the Security Council. It is possible that in the course of the 

agency's operatior..s questions affecting internatio::::tal peace and security n:ight 

arise. iiny such qu.:;stion could lJe put on the: agenda of the Council in the usual 

way. 'rhis, however, is q'-.litc a different question fror:1 thl.) establishment of a 

formal relationship lJet-vreen the agency and. the Council. If therefore \fc arc to 

usc such phrases as "within the framework of the United Hations11
, it should b0 

clear that the phrase is to be construed in its broadest sense as meaninG the 

whole United Nations complex, which includes the spccializc::d agencies. 

Finally, I uould add that the relationshi.p bct1vcen the agency and the 

United Nations is a question in which the Secretary-General has a proper and 

legitimate interest. Should he desire assistance in studying this problem, we 

should consider sympathetically any suggestions that might be made to that end. 

If c should also, of course, give careful attention to any views that he might 1lish 

in due course to express. 

I do not propose to discuss no-vr the four draft resolutions before the 

Committee. Before concluding, however, I should like to lay some emphasis on 
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ivhat my delegation regards as our most important objecti vc. That objective, we 

believe, should be the preservation of the unanimity which was attained last 

year, and which pav2d the way for the consid~rable measure of success subsequently 

achicv~d in cstaolishing the machinery of international co-operation in this 

field. Unn11imity was not reached last year ;rithout effort. It was rather the 

result or skilful and patient negotiation combined with a willingness to 

suborcinat~ differences fo:: the common good. Admittedly this is a political 

committee, in which political diffcrcnc~s may be properly aired. But the 

allocation of this item to a pol~tical cowmittee can only be justified if it 

therefy be:comcs easier to 1·cach agrcemont. If on the oth~,.;r hand we allow the 

peaceful development of atomic energy to b0comc 1cdL::villcd by political 

cont.covcrsy, we shall have made a serious mista1;:e, and indeed shall have done a 

good deal less than our duty to humar:ity • 

... The Ncv ;:,ca,land delegation. trusts therefore that the reconciliation of 

differences which was achieved last year vlill bC; repeated at th::.s sessio:1. 

Unanimity docs not, of course, mean lucrcly the agreement of a povrerful fdr, 

although that agreement is, of course, essential. Jal legitimate intcr.c;sts and 

all honest viclrs should be tal• en into account; but none, we trust, -vrill be 

pressed beyond the possibility of agreement, and thus of the pcrfol'mancc of our 

duty. 

The CBi>:JJ\I.I:.N: I have no other speakers on my list. Under these 

circumstances, the Committee will adjourn until 3 p.m. next ~ionday vrhen I hope 

as many spcal;:._;rs will inscribe thc.mscl ves on the list as possible. The Comraitt(;;le 

will recall that I propose to close the list of speal;:ers on I·londay evening. 

The meeting rose at 4.45 p .til. 


